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Abstract Information has always constituted a prized commodity over time, with

the strong globalization of exchanges and communications. The provenance, acquisi-

tion, protection and integrity of information has always asked major questions, with

the strong growth of security needs in many areas around the world. Numerous ap-

proaches have been proposed with a view mainly to increase information security.

One of them is steganography, where the goal is to conceal the very presence of se-

cret information in a media during a communication. However, this one generally

modifies the properties of the cover media used to conceal secret information. Thus,

this modification constitutes a vulnerability during the detection and extraction of

information concealed in the media, by various steganography attacks. To overcome

this problem, Moyou and Ndoundam have proposed a distributed method of data

hiding in a multi-cloud storage environment that preserves the property of the cover

media, by using different types of media as an index of a part of the secret. However,

a security problem is revealed when sharing key between the participating entities

in the communication, and the process of managing cloud storage environments be-

tween the participating entities can turns to be tedious, depending on the number of

cloud accounts used in the method. In order to solve these problems, in this paper we
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propose a new approach of the method that uses a single cloud storage environment,

and strengthens the security of key sharing between the participating entities.

Keywords information · steganography · cloud environment · security · cloud

management

1 Introduction

The increasing development of many areas in the world has led to an increase in the

protection of information[1,2], because the detention of it constitutes an enormous

strategic and economic stake to increase its power. So it has become essential, to set

up appropriate techniques to protect it for the person who holds it[3]. Two main tech-

niques are associated: cryptography and steganography.

Cryptography aims at making information incomprehensible to a person who does

not possess the key [4], whereas steganography seeks to conceal the very presence of

relevant information within several others, without a real interest for an attacker or

spy during a communication[5].

Steganography is the art and science of communicating in a way which hides the

existence of the communication[6]. It makes use of an unsecured channel between

communicating parties and uses several types of files to conceal the secret informa-

tion (texts,images,sounds,videos)[7–10]. It can be used exclusively or combined with

other information protection techniques such as cryptography or watermarking[11].

Studies carried out on it have even used it in network protocols[12].

Four different properties are used to evaluate the performance of a steganographic

scheme : capacity, security, perceptibility and robustness[13].

Capacity: is the amount of information that can be concealed in the cover media.

Security: is the inability of an unauthorized user to detect concealed information.

Perceptibility: corresponds to the indistinguishable character of the cover-medium

and the stego-medium.

Robustness: is the ability to preserve hidden data in view of changes in the stego-

medium.

However, security is the most sought property to achieve undetectable communi-

cation[14]. In order to strengthen the protection of the secret, an approach based on

distributed steganography[15] is to divide the secret by distributing it between several

participants in the communication and each of them conceals the information of their

secret entries in separate files. The interest of this approach is to make the detection

of the secret particularly difficult for an attacker.

An approach that comes close to this one is the secret sharing[16], which refers to

any method for distributing a secret among a group of participants, each of which

allocates a share of the secret. Secret sharing is applied for systems that require rein-

forced security needs with access control by multiple users[17].

However in the approaches presented above, the simple fact of the suspicion of the

modification of a medium between the distributed participants, by an attacker can
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lead to the deletion of the medium. Thus the different attacks in steganography, in

general are based on the changing properties of the cover media when a communica-

tion is revealed[18].

In order to solve this problem, Moyou and Ndoundam[19] have proposed a distributed

method data hiding in multi-cloud storage environment by considering several types

of media as an index of a part of the secret. This method considers beforehand an

exchange of files between the participating entities during a communication or meet-

ing, which is susceptible to suspicion. And the number of clouds accounts to manage

can be tedious for the participants. Our approach consists to solve these problems by

proposing a new method of it, which uses a single cloud storage environment. With

the basic hypothesis that the list of files is no longer exchanged between the sender

and the receiver when sharing key. This list is accessible by both parties in the cloud

storage environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the related

work on the models of distributed steganography. Section 3 is consecrated to our

contribution on a new distribution scheme in a cloud storage environment. In section

4, experimental results are done of our contribution. And finally section 5 is devoted

to the conclusion and perspectives of our future work.

2 Presentation of distributed’s models in steganography

2.1 Distributed steganography

Distributed steganography is defined as a secret communication distributed between

several independent senders and a single receiver[15]. Each sender only knows his

own private data and applies a steganographic technique to conceal his private data.

The receiver receives the union of their secret inputs, without revealing their infor-

mation.

Some known examples of distributed steganography are: spies’ problem, business in-

vestment, government management.

– Spies’ problem: Military spies are assigned to investigate military allies, and each

one detects the force deployment of one country. Now the general deployment

of the alliance is only required by the leader of spies, while it is unnecessary to

know each country’s information. Every spy should protect his own investigation

results, and does not know any information about the general deployment.

– Business investment: Many competing commercial organizations might jointly

invest in a project. The executive branch of the project are only interested in the

sum of their profits. Their own earnings should be protected.

– Government management: Each subordinate branch of the government has pri-

vate and secret information about a special affair. The superior officer wants to
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know the general status. Their private information should be kept secret for the

rest.

More generally, a distributed steganography model is characterized by:

– Pi (i = 1,2, . . . ,r) a set of r participants (senders)

– R the receiver

– mi (i = 1,2, . . . ,r) the set of input messages corresponding to each participant

– c the cover text and ĉ the stego-text

Each Pi only knows its own entry mi. All Pi sends the union of their private inputs

in a public channel to R, concealing the presence of a communication to others and

to an eavesdropper.

The diagram below describes the process of a distributed steganography scheme

P₁
P₂

Pᵣ

m₁
m₂

mᵣ

ĉ ĉ s

c

k

R

Covertext

Embedding Public Channel Extracting

Secure Channel

Fig. 1: schema of a distributed steganography process

2.2 Secret sharing

Secret sharing is a method that has known a major advanced over time. In terms of

security, sensitive information for applications or resources that must be protected by

more than one person[16]. Many applications can use it, in particular when opening

a bank safe, controlling missile launches, voting systems, sensitive encryption[20].

The secret sharing scheme divides a secret among a set of participants, in such a way

that this set of participants can reconstruct the secret. This scheme breaks down into

two phases: the construction-distribution phase of the secret and the reconstruction
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phase of the secret.

– In the construction-distribution phase of the secret, an algorithm (trusted dealer)

allows to share the secret between the different participants and to distribute it

through a secure channel.[21]

– In the reconstruction phase, this one consists of access to the structure able to

qualify a subset of participants to collaborate and reconstruct the secret by shar-

ing their secrets in a specific way.[22]

Two sets of participants are listed, an authorized set and an unauthorized set has

recovered the secret, in this sharing process the key is considered very secure. The

system distributes the secret among n participants and recovers the secret by combin-

ing their k shares, where k represents the number of keys that will be shared such that

n ≥ k.

This concept of secret sharing results from the independent works of Shamir[23] and

Blakley[24]. Shamir’s scheme is based on polynomial interpolation while Blakley’s

scheme is based on geometry.

One of the approaches which is inspired by this principle is the counting based

secret sharing[17], the approach consists in counting the one in parallel within the

share key to generate the target key. This approach requires less computation as a

strength, however it generates a reduced number of shares. Several optimizations have

been made to guarantee the security of shared keys[25,26], as well as to enhance

the number of generated shares [27]. These schemes are excellent tools useful for

cryptographic protocols. Moreover, they are also used in steganography to hide in

a distributed manner the share keys of each participant. To this end, methods are

provided for concealing the target key in specific covert media such as text[28,29] or

images [30,31].

2.3 Study and limits of the distributed model of Moyou and Ndoundam

The different steganography techniques presented above all have one point in com-

mon in their methods, which is the modification of a candidate file (media) to conceal

information. This modification presents a fault in view of the different steganographic

attacks so they are subjected.

So, in order to get around this problem, Moyou and Ndoundam[19] have proposed an

approach where the cover medium carries the information without being modified,

the medium is considered as an index to secret information.

In this approach, the following elements are considered :

1. The cover objects represent any file extensions distributed in different cloud stor-

age environments(c0,c1, . . . ,cn−1), such that n ≥ 2.
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2. The secret message represents any message formats encoded in a specific base.

3. The key constitutes the shared elements between the sender and the receiver dur-

ing the embedding and extraction of the secret message which are:

– Cloud environments c0,c1, . . . ,cn−1.

– Authentication for access to each cloud account (user’s name and password)

Wi, such that 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1.

– An ordered set of disjoint lists , L(0),L(1), . . . ,L(k−1) where each list i contains

at least B files: L
(i)
0 ,L

(i)
1 , . . . ,L

(i)
B−1, such that i = 0,1,. . . ,k− 1, each file can

take any type of format.

– The base B, such that |L(0)|= |L(1)|= . . .= |L(k−1)|= B and B ≥ 2.

Sender and receiver share a list of identical files and cloud access information. The

secret is encoded in a specific base and subdivided to a specific blocks number corre-

sponding to the cloud numbers. A list of files is sent to each cloud.

The receiver accesses each cloud account with the access information and recon-

structs the secret based on the positions of the files in the cloud.

Concretely, the secret message is encoded in a specific base. At each value of the

encoded secret message is associated a file in the list, the associated file carries the

information of the value of the encoded secret message. Then the files are deposited

in the different cloud storage environments. Each file thus constitutes a pointer to the

encoded secret message. Finally, both entities possessing the same list of files. It will

suffice to retrieve the positions of the different files in the different cloud accounts,

and to retrieve the encoded secret message and so, the initial secret message.

2.3.1 limits of the distributed model of Moyou and Ndoundam

The method of concealing distributed information in a multi-cloud storage envi-

ronment presented above is a good approach, which solves the problem of changing

the properties of the media used to conceal the secret. The use of cloud storage en-

vironments ensures the authentication and confidentiality of the files used to conceal

the secret, and breaks the communication link between the participating entities. So,

the detection and extraction of the secret is more difficult in the eyes of the different

attackers. However, the management of cloud accounts can turns to be tedious, if it

uses a large number of clouds and the exchange of key (particularly files for cloud

environments) between the participating entities can be linked to a suspicion of an at-

tacker. So we propose, to simplify the management of cloud accounts of the scheme

presented and to reduce the information of the key shared between the participating

entities.
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3 Our contribution

The management of clouds of the concealment scheme proposed by Moyou and

Ndoundam[19] which can turns to be tedious to manage, for a large number of clouds.

And the key sharing between the participating entities containing sensitive files to

conceal the secret. We propose a new method of the process embedding and extrac-

tion of the secret in 3 approches using a single cloud environment, which presents a

set of folders with several files already present in each folder. Files and access infor-

mation to multiple cloud accounts, are no longer subject to an exchange between the

participating entities, when sharing of the key. In our scheme, mainly the access in-

formation to a single cloud account and a given base is shared between the sender and

the receiver. So the elimination of files that conceals the secret between the sender and

the receiver, allows to increase the security of the scheme. And reducing the access

information to cloud accounts to a single cloud account, makes the scheme easier to

manage.

3.1 Overview

Given a secret message s in base 2, we encode it in a given base B

(αn−1αn−2 . . .α0)B, such that 0 ≤ αi < B. The cloud storage environment consists of

a number of folders(at least equal to the size of the secret) plus an additional folder

considered as the cover folder. Each folder except the cover folder contains a set of at

least B files, so the role is to store the different files to conceal the secret message s.

Each file is found once only in all the folders and is unique in its membership folder.

The cover folder is initially empty at the beginning of the process and its role is to

store the files, which conceal the secret message.

The embedding and extraction algorithms are carried out through the following

elements:

1. The cover object represents any file extension located in the cloud environment

folders.

2. The cover folder represents a set of files which conceals the secret message.

3. The concealed information represents the secret message encoded in a specific

base.

4. The key represents the information shared between the sender and the receiver

during an encrypted communication or a meeting.

3.2 Notations and hypothesis

Notations for the embedding and extraction algorithms of the secret are as follows:
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– s is the secret message encoded in base 2

– B is the base used to encode the secret, such that B ≥ 2

– (αn−1αn−2 . . .α0)B is the representation in base B of the secret

– F(i) is the ith folder which contains different types of files, such that 0 ≤ i < n

– F(n) is the cover folder which contains the concealed information

– F
(i)
j : is the jth file in folder number i, 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B

Hypothesis

{

∀ i1, i2, j1, j2, 0 ≤ i1, i2 < n, 0 ≤ j1, j2 < B if (i1 = i2 and j1 6= j2) then F
(i1)
j1 6= F

(i2)
j2

∀i1, i2, j1, j2,0 ≤ i1, i2 < n,0 ≤ j1, j2 < B if (i1 6= i2) then F
(i1)
j1 6= F

(i2)
j2

Each folder i contains at least B files in the cloud storage environment.

The sender and the receiver agree beforehand on an order of classification of the files

in the cloud storage environment.

This order can be either:

a classification of files in alphabetical order, either by the date of creation of these

files or any other order held as part of the key.

3.3 First approach

In the embedding phase, the sender connects in the cloud storage environment by

using the key that he shares with the receiver, it encodes the secret message in a spe-

cific base B and browses each position i of the encoded secret message which contains

information αi( 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ αi < B) and copy the file from folder i of position

αi and paste in the cover folder, this process is performed for each position i of the

secret message.

The extraction proceeds as follows, the receiver connects in the cloud storage en-

vironment by using the key that he shares with the sender. Open the cover folder

and compares each file present with the other files present in the folders i, 0 ≤ i < n.

When a match is found, the receiver progressively reconstitutes the values αi of the

positions i of the encoded secret message, then it performs the calculation from base

B to base 2 to recover the secret, once the secret message is recovered the files present

in the cover folder are deleted for a reinitialisation of the process.

The diagram below describes an overview of the first approach
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Cover Folder

Folder n-1Folder 0 Folder 1

file 0
file 1

file B-1

file 0
file 1 

file B-1

file 0
file 1

file B-1

Sender Receiver

Fig. 2: Overview of a first approach

3.3.1 Embedding

The process of embedding the secret message is carried out as follows:

Input:

C: the cloud account

s: the secret message

B: the base used

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

Output:

C̃: the modified cloud account
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Begin

1. Check that the cover folder F(n) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

2. Convert the secret message s to base B such that s = (αn−1αn−2 . . .α0)B, where

0 ≤ αi < B.

3. For each position i of the secret message: i = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

3.1. Find the file with index αi in the folder F(i)

3.2. Select and copy the file F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(n)

End

3.3.2 Extraction

The process of extracting the secret is carried out as follows:

Input:

C̃: Cloud account modified

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

B: the base used

tab[0, . . . ,n−1]: integer array that retrieves each index αi of folder number i.

Output:

s: the secret message

Begin

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder

2. while(i < n) // i browse each file in the cover folder

2.1. For each folder j in the cloud account : j = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

2.2. For each file k in the current folder F( j): k = 0,1, . . . ,B−1

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(n)
i in the cover folder with the file

F
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(n)
i = F

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1. tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

3. Calculate m = ∑
n−1
j=0(tab[ j]×B j)

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s
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5. Delete all files in the cover folder F(n).

End

3.4 Second approach

The information contained in the key are: cloud account access information, the

base used to encode the secret and a list of files from each folder contained in the

cloud storage environment.

In the embedding phase, the sender connects in the cloud storage environment by

using the key that he shares with the receiver, it encodes the secret message in a spe-

cific base B and browses each position i of the encoded secret message which contains

information αi( 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ αi < B) and cut the file from folder i of position

αi and paste in the cover folder, this process is performed for each position i of the

secret message.

The extraction proceeds as follows, the receiver connects in the cloud storage en-

vironment by using the key that he shares with the sender, it opens the cover folder

and compares each file present with the list of files of each folder contained in the

key. When a match is found, the receiver progressively reconstitutes the values αi of

the positions i of the encoded secret message, then it performs the calculation from

base B to base 2 to recover the secret message, once the secret message is recovered

the files present in the cover folder are deleted for a reinitialisation of the process.

The diagram below describes an overview of the second approach
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Folder n-1

file 0

file 1

file 0

file 1 

file B-1

file 0

file 1

file B-1

Sender Receiver

file B-1

Cover folder

List 0 List 1 List n-1

file 0
file 1

file B-1

Folder 1Folder 0

file 0
file 1

file B-1 file B-1

file 1
file 0

Fig. 3: Overview of a second approach

3.4.1 Embedding

The process of embedding the secret message is carried out as follows:

Input:

C: the cloud account

S: the secret message

B: the base used

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

L(i): is the list number i held by the receiver

L
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from list number i contained in a list held by the

receiver

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

Output:
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C̃: the modified cloud account

Begin

1. Check that the cover folder F(n) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

2. Convert the secret message s to base B such that s = (αn−1αn−2 . . .α0)B, where

0 ≤ αi < B.

3. For each position i of the secret message: i = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

3.1. Find the file with index αi in the folder F(i)

3.2. Select and cut the file F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(n)

End

3.4.2 Extraction

The process of extracting the secret is carried out as follows:

Input:

C̃: Cloud account modified

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

L(i): is the list number i held by the receiver

L
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from list number i contained in a list held by the

receiver

B: the base used

tab[0, . . . ,n−1]: integer array that retrieves each index αi from the folder i.

Output:

S: the secret message

Begin

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder
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2. while(i < n) // i browse each file in the cover folder

2.1. For each list j : j = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

2.2. For each file k in the list L( j): k = 0,1, . . . ,B−1

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(n)
i in the cover folder with the file

L
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(n)
i = L

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1. tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

3. Calculate m = ∑
n−1
j=0(tab[ j]×B j)

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s

5. Delete all files in the cover folder F(n).

End

3.5 Third approach

The receiver uses an intermediate cloud account, which contains the same infor-

mation of the cloud account of the participating entities. The information contained

in the key are: the access information to the cloud account of the participating entities

and the base used to encode the secret.

In the embedding phase, the sender connects in the cloud storage environment by

using the key that he shares with the receiver, it encodes the secret message in a spe-

cific base B and browses each position i of the encoded secret message which contains

information αi( 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ αi < B) and cut the file from folder i of position

αi and paste in the cover folder, this process is performed for each position i of the

secret message.

The extraction proceeds as follows, the receiver connects to the cloud environment

by using the information contained in the key. Then it opens the cover folder and

compares each file present with the files of each folder contained in the intermediate

cloud environment. When a match is found, the receiver progressively reconstitutes

the values αi of the positions i of the encoded secret message, then it performs the

calculation from base B to base 2 to recover the secret message, once the secret mes-

sage is recovered the files present in the cover folder are deleted for a reinitialisation

of the process.

The diagram below describes an overview of the third approach
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Folder n-1

file 0

file 1

file 0

file 1 

file B-1

file 0

file 1

file B-1

Sender 
Receiver

file B-1

Cover folder

Folder 0 Folder 1 Folder n-1

file 0
file 1

file B-1

Folder 1Folder 0

file 0
file 1

file B-1 file B-1

file 1
file 0

intermediate cloud
environment

Fig. 4: Overview of a third approach

3.5.1 Embedding

The process of embedding the secret message is carried out as follows:

Input:

C: the cloud account

S: the secret message

B: the base used

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F̃(i): is the folder number i in the intermediate cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

F̃
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in the intermediate cloud

account

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

W̃ : access for authentication in the intermediate cloud account
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Output:

C̃: the modified cloud account

Begin

1. Check that the cover folder F(n) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

2. Convert the secret message s to base B such that s = (αn−1αn−2 . . .α0)B, where

0 ≤ αi < B.

3. For each position i of the secret message: i = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

3.1. Find the file with index αi in the folder F(i)

3.2. Select and cut the file F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(n)

End

3.5.2 Extraction

The process of extracting the secret is carried out as follows:

Input:

C̃: Cloud account modified

W : access for authentication in the cloud account

W̃ : access for authentication in the intermediate cloud account

F(0),F(1), . . . ,F(n−1): the folders in the cloud account

F̃(0), F̃(1), . . . , F̃(n−1): the folders in the intermediate cloud account

F(n): is the cover folder in the cloud account

F(i): is the folder number i in the cloud account

F̃(i): is the folder number i in the cloud intermediate account

F
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in cloud account

F̃
(i)
j : 0 ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ j < B, file j from folder number i in the intermediate cloud

account

B: the base used

tab[0, . . . ,n−1]: integer array that retrieves each index αi from the folder i.

Output:

S: the secret message

Begin

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder
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2. while(i < n) // i browse each file in the cover folder

2.1. For each folder j in the intermediate cloud account : j = 0,1, . . . ,n−1

2.2. For each file k in the current folder F̃( j): k = 0,1, . . . ,B−1

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(n)
i in the cover folder with the file

F̃
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(n)
i = F̃

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1. tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

3. Calculate m = ∑
n−1
j=0(tab[ j]×B j)

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s

5. Delete all files in the cover folder F(n).

End

3.6 Time Complexity

In this sub-section, we calculate the time complexity of the 3 proposed approaches.

We have a secret s distributed between n folders, each folder contains at least B files.

For the embedding of the secret message in the worst case, the file that corresponds

to the index αi of the secret s, in folder i is the file at position number B in the folder.

So, this corresponds to browse B files in the folder i. In total, we have n folders and

B files browsed by folder, which gives O(n∗B) for this case.

For the extraction of the secret message in the worst case, the file that corresponds

to index i of the cover folder corresponds to the last file of the last folder n−1 which

gives O(n ∗B), in total we have n files in the cover folder and each file corresponds

to O(n∗B), which gives O(n2 ∗B) for this case.

4 Experimentation

In this section we present an evaluation of the hidden bits capacity of our proposed

scheme and the execution through 3 examples. Then we present a discussion with the

works of Moyou and Ndoundam[19] and finally a security analysis of our proposed

scheme.

4.1 Evaluation of hidden bits capacity

The idea is to make an estimate of the number of bits hidden in the cloud storage

environment. Each folder in the cloud storage environment has a value in base B and
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this value varies from 0 to B−1, so we have B possibilities by folder. For the set of n

folders in the cloud account, we have Bn possibilities, so the number of hidden bits is:

log2(B
n) = n× log2(B).

4.2 Examples

We describe on 3 examples the process of embedding and extraction of the secret

of each proposed approach above. The cloud environment used is Google Drive with

3 different configurations for each approach of our proposed scheme. The username

is user with for password userpwd.

4.2.1 Example 1

s = 1010100, B = 8

Cloud storage environment configuration: The files are classified in ascending

alphabetical order in each folder. The secret message is s = 1010100 and the base

used is B = 8. The cloud storage environment used has 4 folders, with 3 folders that

contain 8 files, and an additional folder considered as the cover folder.

The secret message s = (124)8 corresponds to 3 folders F(2),F(1),F(0) for the re-

spective positions 2,1,0 of the secret message. An additional folder F(3) is considered

as the cover folder, which gives a total of 4 folders. 8 files are used for the folders

F(2),F(1),F(0), because the base used is 8.

Table below presents the folders F(2),F(1),F(0) in the cloud storage environment

Folder Folder F(2) Folder F(1) Folder F(0)

f ile0 analysis.pptx document.pdf conference.pptx

f ile1 article.txt english.pptx cryptanalysis.pdf

f ile2 book.pdf french.pdf education.pptx

f ile3 cryptography.pdf homework.pdf hacking.pdf

f ile4 exercise.docx music.mp3 learning.docx

f ile5 network.pptx scheduling.xlsx security.pdf

f ile6 presentation.pptx thesis.docx statistics.xlsx

f ile7 steganography.pdf video.mp4 steganalysis.pdf

The steps for the embedding of the secret message are as follows:

1. Check that the cover folder F(3) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

table below presents the cover folder F(3) after step 1
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The cover folder Folder F(3)

empty

2. Encoded the secret s in base 8, s = (124)8.

3. For each position i of the secret s: i = 0,1,2

3.1. Find the file with the index αi in the folder F(i).

The following table describes the process

α2 α1 α0

1 2 4

↓ ↓ ↓
article.txt french.pdf learning.docx

4. Select and copy each file found F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(3) as shown

in table below.

the cover folder folder F(3)

f ile0 article.txt

f ile1 french.pdf

f ile2 learning.docx

The steps for extraction of the secret message are as follows:

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder F(3)(article.txt)

2. while(i < n) // i browse each file in the cover folder F(3)(article.txt, french.pdf,

learning.docx)

2.1. For each folder j in the cloud account : j = 0,1,2

2.2. For each file k in the current folder F( j): k = 0,1, . . . ,7

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(3)
i in the cover folder with the file

F
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(3)
i = F

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1 tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder F(3)

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

The table below is the correspondence found, allowing to update the table tab
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learning.docx #2 french.pdf #1 article.txt #0

j 0 1 2

↓ ↓ ↓
tab[ j] 4 2 1

3. Calculate m = ∑
2
j=0(tab[ j]×8 j) = tab[0]×80 + tab[1]×81 + tab[2]×82 = 4×80

+ 2×81 + 1×82 = 84.

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s

m = 84 = (1010100)2, the secret message s = (1010100)2 is retrieved.

5. Delete all files in the cover folder.

4.2.2 Example 2

s = 10101100, B = 4

Cloud storage environment configuration: The files are classified by creation date

ascending in each folder. The secret message is s = 10101100 and the base used is

B = 4. The cloud storage environment used has 5 folders, with 4 folders that contain

4 files and an additional folder considered as the cover folder.

The secret message s = (2230)4 corresponds to 4 folders F(3),F(2),F(1),F(0) for

the respective positions 3,2,1,0 of the secret. An additional folder F(4) is considered

as the cover folder, which gives a total of 5 folders. 4 files are used for the folders

F(3),F(2),F(1),F(0), because the base used is 4.

Table below presents the folders F(3),F(2),F(1),F(0) in the cloud storage environ-

ment

Folder Folder F(3) Folder F(2) Folder F(1) Folder F(0)

f ile0 book.pdf scheduling.xlsx learning.docx steganalysis.pdf

f ile1 article.txt thesis.docx cryptanalysis.pdf cryptography.pdf

f ile2 presentation.pptx english.pptx conference.pptx network.pptx

f ile3 exercise.docx document.pdf statistics.xlsx cryptanalysis.pdf

The steps for the embedding of the secret message are as follows:

1. Check that the cover folder F(4) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

table below presents the cover folder F(4) after step 1
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The cover folder Folder F(4)

empty

2. Encoded the secret s in base 4, s = (2230)4.

3. For each position i of the secret s

3.1. Find the file with the index αi in the folder F(i).

The following table describes the process

α3 α2 α1 α0

2 2 3 0

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
presentation.pptx english.pptx statistics.xlsx steganalysis.pdf

4. Select and cut each file found F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(4) as shown in

table below.

the cover folder folder F(4)

f ile0 steganalysis.pdf

f ile1 statistics.xlsx

f ile2 english.pptx

f ile3 presentation.pptx

The steps for the extraction of the secret message are as follows:

The receiver holds a list of files by folder of the cloud environment. The correspon-

dence between the files in the cover folder is made on this list, because these files had

been cut in the cloud storage environment.

The table below shows the list held by the receiver.

List List L(3) List L(2) List L(1) List L(0)

f ile0 book.pdf scheduling.xlsx learning.docx steganalysis.pdf

f ile1 article.txt thesis.docx cryptanalysis.pdf cryptography.pdf

f ile2 presentation.pptx english.pptx conference.pptx network.pptx

f ile3 exercise.docx document.pdf statistics.xlsx cryptanalysis.pdf

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder(steganalysis.pdf)
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2. while(i< n) // i browse each file in the cover folder(steganalysis.pdf, statistics.xlsx,

english.pptx, presentation.pptx)

2.1. For each list j: j = 0,1,2,3

2.2. For each file k in the list L( j): k = 0,1,2,3

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(4)
i in the cover folder with the file

L
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(4)
i = L

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1. tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

The table below is the correspondence found allowing to update the table tab

presentation.pptx #3 english.pptx #2 statistics.xlsx #1 steganalysis.pdf #0

j 3 2 1 0

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
tab[ j] 2 2 3 0

3. Calculate m=∑
3
i=0(tab[i]×4i) = tab[0]×40 + tab[1]×41 + tab[2]×42 + tab[3]×

43 = 0×40 + 3×41 + 2×42 + 2×43 = 172.

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s

m = 172 = (10101100)2, the secret message s = (10101100)2 is retrieved.

5. Delete all files from the cover folder.

4.2.3 Example 3

s = 10011, B = 3

Cloud storage environment configuration: The files are classified by increasing

size in each folder. The One Drive intermediate cloud account is used in this config-

uration, the secret message is s = 10011 and the base used is B = 3.

The secret message s = (201)3 corresponds to 3 folders F(2),F(1),F(0) for the re-

spective positions 2,1,0 of the secret. An additional folder F(3) is considered as

the cover folder, which gives a total of 4 folders. 3 files are used for the folders

F(2),F(1),F(0), because the base used is 3.

Table below presents the folders F(2),F(1),F(0) in the cloud storage environment
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Folder Folder F(2) Folder F(1) Folder F(0)

f ile0 laravel.pptx java.pdf jquery.pdf

f ile1 javascript.pdf database.pdf css.pdf

f ile2 php.xlsx xml.pptx html.pptx

The steps for the embedding of the secret message are as follows:

1. Check that the cover folder F(3) is empty and delete all the files in it, if it is not

empty.

table below presents the cover folder F(3) after step 1

The cover folder Folder F(3)

empty

2. Encoded the secret s in base 3, s = (201)3.

3. For each position i of the secret s

3.1. Find the file with the index αi in the folder F(i).

The following table describes the process

α2 α1 α0

2 0 1

↓ ↓ ↓
php.xlsx java.pdf css.pdf

4. Select and cut each file found F
(i)
αi

and paste in the cover folder F(3) as shown in

table below.

The cover folder Folder F(3)

f ile0 java.pdf

f ile1 css.pdf

f ile2 php.xlsx

The steps for the extraction of the secret message are as follows:

The receiver holds the Google Drive cloud account information in a One Drive

cloud account. The correspondence between the files in the cover folder is made on

this account, because these files had been cut in the Google Drive cloud environment.

The table below shows the information contained in the One Drive cloud account

held by the receiver.
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Folder Folder F̃(2) Folder F̃(1) Folder F̃(0)

f ile0 laravel.pptx java.pdf jquery.pdf

f ile1 javascript.pdf database.pdf css.pdf

f ile2 php.xlsx xml.pptx html.pptx

1. i = 0 // first file of the cover folder(java.pdf)

2. while(i < n) // i browse each file in the cover folder(java.pdf, css.pdf, php.xlsx)

2.1. For each folder j in the intermediate cloud account : j = 0,1,2

2.2. For each file k in the current folder F̃( j): k = 0,1,2

2.2.1. Compare the file F
(3)
i in the cover folder with the file

F̃
( j)
k

2.2.2. if(F
(3)
i = F̃

( j)
k ) then

2.2.2.1. tab[ j] = k

2.2.2.2. i = i+1 // next file of the cover folder

2.2.2.3. go to instruction 2.

The table below is the correspondence found allowing to update the table tab

php.xlsx #2 css.pdf #1 java.pdf #0

j 2 0 1

↓ ↓ ↓
tab[ j] 2 1 0

3. Calculate m = ∑
2
i=0(tab[i]×3i) = tab[0]×30 + tab[1]×31 + tab[2]×32 = 1×30

+ 0×31 + 2×32 = 19.

4. Convert m to binary and get the secret message s

m = 19 = (10011)2, the secret message s = (10011)2 is retrieved.

5. Delete all files from the cover folder.

4.3 Discussion

Our approach presented above, is a technique of hiding information in a cloud

computing storage environment that solves the problems of cloud management and

key management in Moyou and Ndoundam’s method[19], by proceeding as follows:

– The management of cloud accounts is reduced to a single cloud account, whatever

the size of the secret.

– Files that conceal information are no longer exchanged between the participating

entities.
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The table below provides an assessment of the criteria of Moyou and Ndoundam’s

method[19] and of our contribution.

Concealment technique Moyou and Ndoundam method[19] Our Contribution

Difficulty of process Tedious (for a very large number of clouds) Easy (because it uses only one cloud)

Security High Higher(because no file exchange is carried out )

Imperceptibility High High

In this table, we note the following elements:

– The difficulty of the process in Moyou and Ndoundam’s method[19], is linked to

a division of the secret message requiring a large number of clouds. The disadvan-

tage of using a large number of clouds is linked to the cost (not all cloud accounts

are free) and also to the difficulty of managing these accounts. Our contribution,

solves the problem by using a single cloud account (easier to manage) whatever

the size of the secret.

– The security of the process in Moyou and Ndoundam’s method[19] is high, be-

cause it uses a cloud environment, and hides the secret message on several file

extensions. But the sharing of these files between the participating entities can be

problematic, if they are linked to a suspicion of an attacker. Our contribution, also

solves the problem by removing the sharing of these files in the key.

– The imperceptibility in both cases remains high, because the files which conceal

the secret message in both methods carry no information, and are considered as

index of the secret, which reveals the non perceptible character of the secret in

these files.

4.4 Security analysis

In this section we present the security of our proposed scheme, according to the

different attacks so it can be subjected by an attacker. Two hypothesis are considered

depending on the information held by the attacker:

Hypothesis 1:

The attacker does not hold any information of the key shared between the sender and

the receiver. In this case the attack is not possible by the attacker, because he does not

have access to the cloud account and to the files contained in the cloud environment.

Hypothesis 2:

The attacker holds some or all of the information contained in the key. In this case

the attacker has access to the cloud account and can perform an exhaustive search

between the files in the cover folder and the folders containing at least B files to

recover the secret. The cover folder contains n files and each folder contains at least

B files, so the search for the attacker will be performed in n×Bn for the n folders in

the cloud environment.
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However the choice of the base to encode the secret also influences the search of the

secret for the attacker. Because, we can notice that for a given secret message the

more the base increases, the fewer folders used and the more the base decreases, the

more folders used in the cloud environment. Thus the attacker’s task will be more or

less exhautive during the search for the secret.

On the other hand, the process of embedding and extraction of the secret will be

exhaustive to be carried out by the participants, for a small base and therefore more

secure and for a large base, the process will be less exhaustive and therefore less

secure for any attacker.

So, depending on the security needs of the participants and information available in

the cloud environment, the base will be chosen small or large.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a new method of information hiding in a cloud

computing storage environment based on Moyou and Ndoundam’s work. This infor-

mation hiding scheme uses a single cloud environment, whatever the size of the secret

with multiple folders containing a set of files. Thus the management of the cloud ac-

count is simpler compared to Moyou and Ndoundam’s method. The files that conceal

the secret information are no longer subject to exchange by the participating entities,

hence improving security.

Analysis of this scheme shows that, the choice of base influences the number of files

that must be present in the cloud environment, which can make the task of detection

and extraction of the secret difficult for attackers.

In future work, we will seek to apply our work in distributed communications in one

or more cloud environments and also in the secret sharing techniques.
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Figures

Figure 1

Schema of a distributed steganography process



Figure 2

Overview of a �rst approach



Figure 3

Overview of a second approach



Figure 4

Overview of a third approach


